Orthodontic highlights on the Seine

FORESTADENT offers two events this September

FORESTADENT would like to invite you to not just one but two advanced training events this September. The third FORESTADENT Symposium will be held Sept. 24–25 in Paris — right in the heart of the metropolis. In addition, the first International 2D Lingual User Meeting will take place on Sept. 23, giving you three days packed with orthodontic highlights in one of the most beautiful cities of the world.

Following on the great success of the first two FORESTADENT Symposiaums in Palma de Mallorca and Athens, the third symposium will be held under the motto “The Aesthetic Smile”. Internationally renowned speakers such as Dr. Seong Hun Kim (Korea), Dr. Elie Amm (Lebanon) and Prof. Dr. Gero Kinzinger (Germany) will focus particularly on aspects of diagnosis, levelling, main treatment phase and finishing.

Participants can look forward to the presentation of the latest findings and in-depth knowledge regarding the use of the most modern treatment techniques as well as the latest materials.

There will also be the chance to take part in an exchange of ideas on the topic of miniscrews in an expert forum.

If you are a user of the 2-D lingual bracket system from FORESTADENT or would maybe like to become a user, then you are also cordially invited to the first International 2D Lingual User Meeting.

The venue for the two events will be the Les Salons de la Maison des Arts & Métiers between the Arc de Triomphe and the Eiffel Tower in the center of Paris. A social program with a dinner cruise on the Bateaux Parisiens, disco party in the Palace Élysée and a golf tournament also will be available.
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For more information on the FORESTADENT events, call toll-free (800) 721-4940, e-mail symposium@forestadent.com, go online to www.forestadentusa.com or stop by the booth, No. 2627, during the AAO.

AquaSplint

Medidenta.com is pleased to announce the introduction of AquaSplint, a newly patented self-adjusting splint for patients suffering from TMD. AquaSplint is the only self-adjusting splint that does not require an impression or bite registration and will offer immediate relief to the patient. Some other features and benefits are:

- immediate comfort
- no grinding or contouring required
- universal and applicable in minutes
- saves time for orthodontist and patient

With the introduction of AquaSplint, Medidenta.com continues to stay on the cutting edge of product innovations. You can view a video demonstration on this product by visiting www.Medidenta.com for more information.
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